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Abstract 
 
As we move into a world of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, there is an increased interaction 
between people and smart devices, which have computing power. In such a world, computing 
power is moving from big desktops to very small and miniature devices and there is a seamless 
integration of computing power and day-to-day life. For such a world of computing, we believe 
that there is a need for a continuum of trust, which models the real world, as closely as possible. 
In other words, we need to capture the real world model of trust where entities (people and 
devices) trust each other to varying degrees and extents. 
 
Moreover, we believe that in the world of pervasive computing, an entity's physical context 
(which could be the location of the entity, or even a property like time) is an important factor in 
modeling trust (because of ad-hoc interactions). In other words, we need a unified model of trust 
relationship between entities, which captures both the needs of the traditional world of computing 
(where the continuum of trust is based on identity) and of the world of ubiquitous and pervasive 
computing (where the continuum of trust is based on identity, physical context or a combination 
of both). In this paper, we present a novel attribute vector calculus based approach for modeling 
the continuum of trust. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Computing devices are becoming ubiquitous in our daily lives. The rapid decrease in the size and 
cost coupled with an increase in capability has permitted a rapid proliferation of small and very 
capable devices into our daily lives. As these devices become better connected, we finally have 
the basic building blocks of smart environments available [1,2]. In such a world of ubiquitous and 
pervasive computing, trust modeling and management has once again surfaced as one of the 
major problems to solve.  
 
Until now, trust management has been studied from the perspective of establishing security 
policies and security credentials and in determining whether credentials match policies. The core 
philosophy of trust management remains the same, but for the world of pervasive computing, we 
perceive the need for newer models of trust. Specifically, we believe that there is a need for a 
continuum of trust, which models the real world, as closely as possible and is built upon a formal 
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basis. In other words, we must be able to formally represent trust in a realistic fashion, where 
entities (people and devices) trust each other to varying degrees and extents.  
 
An interesting aspect of establishing trust relationships in the real world is that many of the real 
world scenarios attempt to establish trust, with minimal prior trust relationships, i.e. many real 
world scenarios attempt to establish ad-hoc trust relationships. We believe that in the world of 
pervasive computing, an entity’s physical context [3,4] (which could be the location of the entity, 
or even a property like time) could be used to enable such ad-hoc trust relationships. Our goals in 
defining a new model of trust are first to provide a model capable of also modeling scenarios 
where identity may not be available and the context of the scenario is more appropriately used in 
establishing trust relationships, and second to design a model that provides a formal basis for 
making trust decisions. 
 
Another important consideration for such a model is compatibility with the needs of the 
traditional world of computing (based on identity). That is- we need a model of trust between 
entities, which captures both the needs of the traditional world of computing (based on identity) 
and of the world of ubiquitous and pervasive computing (based on identity, physical context or a 
combination of both). In essence, we need a unified model for representing trust relationships 
between entities. Moreover, this unified model should be capable of representing the continuum 
of trust relationships in both worlds. In this paper, we present a novel attribute vector calculus 
based approach for modeling the continuum of trust. 
 
  
2.  Problem Definition and Analysis 
 
Before we analyze the problem formally, let us look at what trust means and what identity-based 
trust and context based-trust mean. 

2.1 On Trust and the Continuum of Trust Relationships 
 
Trust modeling involves expressing trust relationship between entities. Trust requires some 
explanation. One of the definitions of trust is qualified reliance on received information. Another 
definition of trust is `Trust (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a particular level of the subjective 
probability with which an agent will perform a particular action, both before [we] can monitor 
such action (or independently of his capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in a context in 
which it affects [our] own action’.  
 
Trust relationships are usually based on identity. Examples of such systems include most 
traditional authentication systems, where trust is established using shared secrets, public/private 
methods and certificates. Even in identity-based trust, there are many categories of trust like weak 
trust, strong trust and so on. In fact, there is a whole set of discrete trust relationships in identity-
based trust relationships. This set of discrete trust relationships can be expressed formally as a 
continuum of trust relationships, where each relationship has a different degree of trust involved 
in it. 
 
In the real world, we can find many examples of trust establishment between entities, which go 
beyond identity and use physical context. Some examples will make this clear 
 
Example 1: A customer goes to Starbucks Coffee and uses their wireless network, which is 
provided free of cost. Starbucks would want to ensure that the customer is in their physical 



premises because that means that they will also buy coffee (which means money as far as 
Starbucks is concerned).  In other words, Starbucks is more concerned about the location of the 
user rather than his identity. Such a scheme is called location authentication, which does not need 
any prior shared secrets or public/private key agreement. Here location acts as the contextual 
parameter. 

 
Example 2: In the future, personal devices will be able to talk to each other and form Personal 
area networks (PANs), or Body Networks. Trust relationships will be of the form, where each 
device in the body has to establish trust with other devices based on physical context, where the 
physical context here is that all the devices have to be in the same body. Classical trust 
relationship mechanisms based on identity can also be used here but will probably be too heavy 
weight for such devices, especially if the devices communicate with each other for small 
synchronization events, where the only concern for each device is that the recipient of the 
synchronization event is a device, which is in the same physical body. 
 
Again, for context-based trust mechanisms, a trust model must be capable of capturing the entire 
continuum of context-based trust relationships. 
 
Example 3: For a simple location authentication system granting access to some information, an 
entity in location A (which is a room which needs a key) can be trusted more than an entity in 
location B (which is an open lobby), though both of them are in locations. Extrapolating on 
similar lines, one can envision a continuum of context-based trust relationships. 
 
Context-based trust mechanisms enable establishment of ad-hoc trust relationships because a 
context is an inherent property of the environment, in which the entity is rather than an inherent 
property of the entity itself (like identity). 

2.2 Our Trust Model 
 
We would like to express the continuum of trust for both identity-based trust and context-based 
trust in a formal manner and more importantly in a unified model. In other words, the model must 
be capable of capturing both the identity-based trust relationships and context-based trust 
relationships in a single model. We have chosen an attribute vector model for modeling trust 
relationships between entities. The reason for doing so is that the attribute vector model captures 
both the identity-based and context based trust relationships in a simple and expressive manner. 
 
Let us assume that a group of m entities wants to establish a trust chain/web with/without any 
prior established trust.  
 
•  The Attribute vector  

 
Let mSSS ...2 ,1 denote the m entities. An entity iS  has the attribute vector )( iSA . )( iSA is a 

vector of k individual attributes.  It can be formally defined as  
 

o )( iSA = < ikii AAA ..., 21 >                

  
< ikii AAA ..., 21 > is a vector of attributes for the entity iS . This vector of attributes is used to 

model both the traditional world of computing, where trust relationships are based on identity 
and also the new world of ubiquitous computing, where trust relationships are based on 



context. For the former, this vector of attributes represents credentials of the entity iS and for 
the latter it represents the context of the entity iS . The word context represents physical 
world information like location, time etc.  
 

•  The continuum of trust and a decentralized model 
 

The trust relationships between entities can be expressed as follows 
 

o ))((),( jji SAfSSD =     

 
The above states that the degree of trust (also called trust value) upon an entity jS is a 

function of the attributes of the entity. The function uses numeric, alphanumeric and semantic 
orderings of various attributes to compute the trust value. We do not describe the details of 
the function for the sake of brevity. The interesting things to note here are the following 

 
1. iS and jS trust each other to varying degrees and this degree of trust varies for each pair 

{i,j}. This result is a continuum of trust relationships.  
2. The trust model is totally decentralized where each entity is trusted in a possibly totally 

manner by all the other entities. 
3. iS  and jS  may or may not have any prior trust relationship. 

 
Once the trust value for an entity has been calculated, a trust decision can be made if the trust 
value is beyond a certain threshold (t)  
 

o tSSDSST jiji >⇔ ),(),(   

The above states that there is a trust relationship between entities iS  and jS iff  the degree of 

trust upon jS  is greater than a threshold t. 

   
 
3. Translation of the model into real world examples  

3.1 The Unified Model and the Real World 
 
Our goal was to build a unified trust modeling system, which could capture the traditional trust 
requirements of a cyber world, which are based on identity and also capture the requirements of a 
new world of ubiquitous computing, which will be based on a mixture of identity and context.  
 
As shown in figure 1, the whole world is treated as one big distributed system as far as we are 
concerned. This world consists of a mixture of entities, which interact purely in cyber space 
(entities in the world of traditional internet/network based computing) and of entities, which 
interact directly, which is a flavor of the world of ubiquitous computing. An example of such an 
interaction would be devices in the body talking to each other over short-range channels. 
 
As shown in the figure, we abstract the interaction between entities in a novel manner using a 
simple attribute vector. Whether the entities interact in cyberspace or directly, the attribute vector 



is a common characteristic. As shown in figure 2, some entities have overlapping attributes and 
some entities have distinct attributes. 
 
 
 
  
 

  < iS ’s Vector> i=3..6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 < 2S ’s Vector> 
 
 
 
 < 1S ’s Vector> 
  
                             Figure 1. Attribute Vector representation for the World 
                            
Modeling trust is now a simple issue. Whether entities interact in the real world or in cyber space, 
the model described previously can be used to form trust relationships. This is because of the 
attribute vector abstraction. For cyberspace, the attribute vector is treated as a vector of 
credentials and for the ubiquitous world, the attribute vector is treated like a context tuple, 
representing the real world contextual parameters like location. We could also have a 
combination of credentials and contextual tuples in an attribute vector. We present two examples, 
one in the traditional world of cyberspace and one in the ubiquitous computing to illustrate the 
unified nature of the model. 
 
3.1.1 Traditional authentication models 
 
Any authentication procedure tries to bind a principal and its identity. Let us take the example of 
an authentication system like Kerberos [5]. Here two entities (call them A and B) want to 
mutually authenticate themselves. They do so by means of a trusted third party. In such a process, 
there are quite a few trust relationships involved. Modeling these relationships using our model is 
simple. Entities A and B have some credentials (like some shared secrets), which can be 
represented by some attribute vector. The trusted third party has a set of credentials, which can 
also be represented by another attribute vector. The trusted third party has a higher trust value 
than either A or B because the attribute vector of the trusted third party (its credentials, which 
happens to be keys possessed by the trusted third party) is of a higher order than A’s or B’s. If 
there are multiple trusted third parties, then each one has a particular trust value, which depends 
on the trusted third party’s credentials (which here might be the keys, which the trusted third 
party has). In such a, manner there is a simple mapping between the credentials and the trust 
values, which in turn determines the level or degree of trust. 
 
Another simple example is the use of the model to map entities using the Extensible 
Authentication Protocol (EAP) [6], where the trust relationships between entities can be modeled 
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using the authentication parameters used (EAP is a mechanism to support multiple authentication 
methods). The authentication parameters form the attribute vector for each entity and each 
entity’s trust relationship with other entities is based on the authentication parameters, which the 
entity possesses. 
 
3.1.2 Authentication models in the ubiquitous world 
 
Location authentication tries to bind a principal to a context (which is the location of the entity). 
A simple location authentication system uses parameters like physical location for making 
security decisions. In a location authentication system, the primary interest for an authenticator is 
the location of the supplicant (entity requesting to be authenticated). Location forms the basis for 
trust relationships in such an authentication model. Each entity at a different location has a 
different attribute vector, which is primarily composed of location attributes (like coordinates, for 
example). Based on the ordering of their attribute vectors (which happens to be contextual 
information like location), the entities have different trust values. Thus, each of the entities can be 
trusted to a different extent based on the attribute vector, which it has. 

3.2 Expressing ad-hoc trust relationships 
 
The above model can be used to express ad-hoc trust relationships. Let us assume that two 
entities A and B want to establish some ad-hoc trust relationship. Each of the entities A and B has 
its corresponding attribute vectors. The ad-hoc trust relationship can be established using some 
common attribute (or a set of common attributes), which is more of an inherent property of the 
environment, rather than an inherent property of the entity. One would expect such an attribute to 
be an implicit attribute or a context-based attribute (like location).  
 
The simple idea behind establishing an ad-hoc trust relationship is the fact that two entities have 
to agree upon some common ground for trust, which can be expressed as an attribute or a vector 
of attributes.  
 

 
4. Related Work 
 
Trust management has been studied in great detail until now. PolicyMaker [7] serves as a toolkit, 
which applications can use to incorporate trust management. PolicyMaker makes its decisions 
based on the presented key and an application specific action. Similarly, KeyNote [8] serves as a 
toolkit for public key infrastructures. Trust management and access control has also been studied 
in depth [9,10]. In this paper, we do not deal with the issue of trust management but instead deal 
only with trust modeling. 
 
There have been many models and definitions of trust, which have been proposed previously but 
we have not encountered a unified model, which captures the continuum of trust relationships (for 
both the virtual world of computing and for the real world of ubiquitous computing including ad-
hoc trust relationship scenarios). The main reason for this is the fact that the unified model is a 
new requirement, which has been necessitated by the emergence of the world of ubiquitous 
computing. 
 
The work by Yahalom et.al. [11] proposes a formal definition of trust based on seven trust 
classes. The work done in [12] builds on the work proposed by [11] and primarily discusses 



recommendations for trust propagation, but neither [11] or [12] capture the continuum of trust in 
a unified manner. 
 
The have also been models based on BAN logic [13] and on evaluation assurances [14]. All of 
[11], [12], [13] and [14] have their own advantages in that they can all represent a trust 
relationships to a reasonable extent. Such models have been sufficient for the world of virtual 
computing, but for the world of ubiquitous computing, we need a model, which represents a rich 
diversity of trust relationships (which we term as the continuum of trust and also includes ad-hoc 
trust relationships), which is so common in day-to-day life. 
 
PGP’s [15] trust model captures trust at certain levels, but does not capture the continuum of 
trust. Work in [16] and [17] tries to capture trust relationships at a social level, which also deal 
with real world models of trust, but their models are quite different from the unified model for the 
continuum of trust proposed in this paper. [16] talks about reputation based trust relationships. 
However neither [16] nor [17] capture in a unified manner the trust requirements of both identity 
and context based trust relationships (or ad-hoc trust relationships). 
 
It must be however be noted that all of the above models serve their purpose in their own 
domains, which are probably sufficient for the current world of computing and it must again be 
stressed that the unified model is indeed a new requirement. As computing devices become more 
integrated into our daily life, we believe that the unified model presented in this paper is the 
necessary first step in capturing the trust relationships of both identity based and context based 
trust relationships in a single model. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Secure communications cannot occur between parties unless a trust relationship has been 
established. The vast majority of such relationships use identity as a basis for establishing trust. In 
the future, however, scenarios will exist where identity is either not available or insufficient for 
establishing a trust relationship. Examples of such scenarios occur in several ad-hoc networking 
situations where other attributes such as device context may be required.  A flexible trust model, 
which is adaptable to the wide range of possible communication scenarios, and is built upon a 
formal basis is essential in providing secure communications in the future world of pervasive 
computing. 
 
In this paper, we have proposed an attribute vector calculus and shown how it is capable of 
modeling a diverse set of real world situations from ad-hoc networking scenarios to the usual 
identity based scenario. In our model, the each participant determines the set of attributes (note 
that the participants need not use the same set of attributes) they utilize to establish trust along 
with an ordering relation for each attribute, which induces a trust value. The induced trust value 
serves as the “continuum of trust” upon which the participant can set any acceptable trust level. 
The beauty of this novel and simple approach is that it not only permits “shades of grey” within a 
trust model, but it also provides a formal basis upon which more complex models can be built and 
reasoned about.  In addition, we believe that the model is easily implemented and used in the 
small and resource limited devices quickly becoming ubiquitous in our daily lives. 
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